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A Very Loud Amusement Park

Brian Walter

“A methodical man, John Shade usually copied out his daily  
quota of completed lines at midnight but even if he recopied them  

again later, as I suspect he sometimes did, he marked his card or cards  
not with the date of his final adjustments, but with that of his Corrected  
Draft or first Fair Copy. I mean, he preserved the date of actual creation  

rather than that of second or third thoughts. There is a very loud  
amusement park right in front of my present lodgings.” 

— V. Nabokov, Pale Fire

The fIrST MISTake I  Made with Donald Harington remains 
the most useful. Over lunch during our very first meeting, I 
asked him, in reasonably perfect innocence, “So, what kind of 

projects are you working on now?”
It was the fall of 1996, and I hadn’t read any of his books yet. On this, 

my first trip to Fayetteville, I was seated across the table from Don and 
his wife in their deceptively expansive home, and I was just trying to be 
polite by lobbing him a flattering question. In my three decades of pre-
sumptuous existence, I had had the good fortune to dine with a number 
of fine fiction writers and poets who, like Harington, paid the bills with 
university teaching posts, and most of them, I had learned, produced 
scholarly and professional work along with their art. “Project” seemed like 
a safe term for anything my host might be working on.

Harington would have none of it. Leaning over the table, leaning into 
his response, leaning — it somehow seemed — right into me, the playfully 
offended writer retorted, “ ‘Projects’? I don’t do ‘projects.’ I write novels!”

Anyone who ever met Harington will understand perfectly well why I 
went right home and dove into Ekaterina to repair a glaring omission in 
my education. What did it mean for this tall, stooping, white- haired man 
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with thick glasses, a voice thinned out by throat cancer, a ponderous hear-
ing aid, and a breast- pocketful of index cards to write novels?

Over the course of the next thirteen years, Harington’s indignant dec-
laration of his real vocation echoed and reechoed in my mind as I read 
my way through his corpus, corresponded with him, visited and hosted 
him and his wife, wrote articles and reviews about his novels, and, finally, 
interviewed him at considerable length in what he clearly knew to be the 
last years of his life. And the pursuit of a plausibly full answer to the 
question of what it meant for Donald Harington to write novels has con-
tinued in the decade or so that has passed since his passing, particularly 
in the Harington archive housed by the University of Arkansas’s Special 
Collections and in the computer files that were approved for this research. 
You now hold the result of these efforts in your hands, this first collection 
of nonfiction writings and interviews by someone I once nicknamed (to 
his great pleasure, as he later told me) the court jester of the Ozarks.

Harington’s work has always appealed at least as much to the general 
reader (or, as Harington nominates her in When Angels Rest, “Gentle 
Reader”) as it does to the literary scholar, and his own long (and frustrat-
ing) quest for success in the literary marketplace showed how ardently 
he courted the former, elusive quarry. An art historian and a technically 
uncredentialed but superbly knowledgeable (and opinionated) student of 
literature himself, Harington was quite at home among other scholars, 
of course, but it was clear to anyone who discussed his work’s history 
with him that he would have traded all the favorable reviews and the 
awards he had won for the kind of sales that his friends and rivals, like 
John Irving and Cormac McCarthy, enjoyed. So, in preparing a volume of 
Harington’s nonfiction that will serve the efforts of both kinds of readers, 
I have tried not just to provide texts that will shed more light on his many 
inspirations and thicken scholarly appreciation of his favorite themes, 
but also to provide his beloved Gentle Reader with another pleasurable 
Harington reading experience, a fresh and deepened perspective on the 
restless mind that was tied so firmly (if, for him, frustratingly) to his 
equally restless but tender heart. In an interview included in this volume, 
Harington declares his work to be primarily intellectual, “for the head,” 
and only secondarily emotional, “for the heart,” but like any of his novels, 
this volume of his nonfiction shows how beautifully the two collaborated 
in all of his creative endeavors.

The various texts that comprise this miscellany invite you to enjoy 
still more of the imposing learning that made Harington’s novels possibly 
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the most quirky and inventive corpus in American letters, as a reviewer 
once put it. But perhaps more importantly, they invite you to see that, no 
matter what he was writing — essays, reviews, or responses to interview 
questions that he couldn’t hear and which were thus submitted to him 
in writing — Harington was always the novelist, always spinning yarns, 
rigging up plotlines to hook, entrance, and delight the Gentle Reader 
whom he loved so dearly (sometimes desperately) through the medium 
of his written words. Harington was an incorrigible storyteller, a loving 
co- conspirator with anyone who would set foot into his imaginary realms, 
to our perpetual enrichment as readers.

The three sections of nonfiction in this Guestroom Novelist commence 
with the eponymous essay, which Harington first wrote as a talk to be 
delivered at Texas Christian University and which he then, without suc-
cess (in a frustrating pattern that most writers can sympathize with), 
tried to sell to a variety of editors. It offers an almost perfect example of 
his take on the figure of the writer: decades of frustration and bitterness 
transmuted into a generous series of love letters to fellow accomplished, 
worthy, but commercially unsuccessful authors, a potential rant about the 
fickleness of the fiction marketplace gentled and deepened into a well- 
researched, systematic, wryly lively gift to curious readers and gifted but 
lonely writers everywhere.

The themes realized so thoughtfully and with such restless love in the 
title essay reappear, in various guises, throughout the essays, speeches, 
reviews, and interviews that follow. Over and over again, Harington 
emphasizes and embodies the personal nature of both the writing and the 
reading experience, the connections between logophilia, gifted logorrhea 
(such as he was blessed with), and the desire for an other, a partner for 
both the mind and the heart. Whether he’s discussing the soul- soothing 
comforts of his mother- in- law’s chicken- and- dumplings, or taking 
museum directors to task for failing to realize their glorious mission, or 
licensing the reader’s most dubious responses to a painter’s most dubious 
portraits, Harington consistently humanizes, illuminates, and enlarges 
his topics as a gift to the reader, an invitation to join him in the Stay More 
of his imagination for respite and repast that will last a lifetime (however 
creatively lonely that lifetime may turn out to be).

The final text in this miscellany, “The Stay More Interviews,” is 
(admittedly) something of a cheat. Every other text in the volume is some-
thing that Harington, in one way or another, wrote, even (it seems clear) 
the earlier interviews in which the deaf novelist was given the questions 
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and allowed to respond in writing. But in the “Stay More Interviews,” 
which I conducted over three visits to the Harington home in Fayetteville 
between August 2006 and June 2007, I wrote out the questions beforehand 
on note cards and then handed them to him (along with several on- the- 
spot additions prompted by his comments) one by one in person in front 
of the camera, purposefully putting him on the spot and denying him the 
comforts of his preferred medium. He was, of course, a practiced teacher 
and speaker, and he often slipped into stories that he had clearly retold 
many times over the decades, but even so, I like to think that whatever the 
transcriptions of those interviews lack in the polish so clear in his writ-
ing, they more than make up for with a different kind of eloquence. Our 
mutual favorite writer, Vladimir Nabokov, hated to give interviews and, 
after Lolita brought him enough fame to avalanche him with requests, 
soon began accepting only ones in which he was allowed to write out his 
responses to questions submitted to him prior to the actual interview; 
Harington, his great (if seemingly improbable) Ozarkian heir, was almost 
as ill at ease during our sessions, often growing tired or frustrated when 
Mnemosyne wouldn’t deliver to him the required name fast enough (or 
sometimes at all), calling out for his wife’s help, lamenting the bareness of 
the top of his white- haired head as a resource when he wanted to come up 
with something cleverly Haringtonian in response to my “tricky” or “cre-
ative” questions. Certainly, if he’d had the time and inclination to respond 
in writing, at his leisure, to my stacked deck of queries, the responses 
would look rather different — and that’s why I wanted him (as much as 
possible) to answer my questions in the moment of their asking, to capture 
a comparatively raw record of the voice and sensibility of this most incor-
rigibly personal of writers.

It is in honor of that final cheat of a tête- à- tête text that I stole the 
title of this introduction from Harington’s favorite Nabokov novel. Three 
paragraphs into his preface to Pale Fire, Charles Kinbote interrupts his 
straightforward technical description of recently deceased John Shade’s 
final poem to inform the reader — completely out of the blue — that there 
is a “very loud amusement park right in front of my present lodgings.” 
This bizarre observation serves up the first hint to the reader that the 
editor of this fiction may not stick entirely to the script, that the scholar’s 
subjective perspective will, in fact, intrude importantly and meaning-
fully on the dead writer’s art. In nothing did Harington more gleefully 
or solemnly emulate Nabokov than in the latter’s insistence that “real-
ity” itself — much less the transmuted reality of a work of art, in any 
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medium — was entirely subjective, constructed idiosyncratically within 
the mind of each of us to the point that all we can really talk about are 
our perceptions of reality, not mere reality itself. Which means that — for 
Harington as much as for Nabokov — every text serves as a happy mar-
riage broker between the author and the reader; it also means that the 
wise, knowing, loving reader will always, finally, welcome the author’s 
intrusions on the text, because that’s all the text really is: an intensely per-
sonal coupling through the medium of the page, the beautifully written 
word the ring that the inspired writer slips onto the finger of the inspired 
reader. When Kinbote interrupts the rote recital of mere schematic infor-
mation to bring the reader momentarily into his living world, he does 
what Harington always insisted on: foregrounding the writer’s subjective 
reality as the real source of interest and art and love, the most generous 
and authentic compact the writer can offer to the reader.

For that reason, in honor of our mutual favorite teacher of a novelist, I 
have also let loose a loving little Kinbote in the pages of those concluding 
“Stay More Interviews,” a mildly mischievous antagonist of an annotator 
to play a bit of footnoted chess with the Nabokov of the Ozarks. Wherever 
he is now in the mountains above Stay More, hiking toward the remote 
waterfall or sitting on Latha Bourne’s porch in a rocking chair or enjoy-
ing Nail Chism’s authentically rustic stylings on the harmonica in some 
idyllic pasture, Harington’s happy spirit will, I trust, forgive me for sug-
gesting that those interviews find him, the better maker, and yours truly, 
his ever- grateful student, collaborating a bit like Nabokov’s Kinbote and 
Shade to produce the intensely personal and unmistakably summative 
memoir that the novelist- writer, in effect, spun out in response to his 
project manager’s playful questions.

Note on the Text(s)

The essays, reviews, and other original texts collected in this volume 
come primarily from two sources: (1) the Harington archive housed by 
the University of Arkansas Library’s exemplary Special Collections, and 
(2) files saved on Harington’s various hard drives that his widow, Kim 
Harington, generously shared with me. For the most part, I have (with the 
scrupulous help of Matthew Somoroff) silently fixed the occasional gram-
matical or mechanical or typographical mistake, inserted words or phras-
ings that Harington pretty clearly would have added if he’d seen the texts 
into publication himself, and regularized punctuation throughout, often by 
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adding commas to smooth out complicated syntax. (Harington seems to 
have been a curiously inconsistent devotee of the so- called Oxford comma, 
for instance; this collection makes him much more consistent.) Where his 
ellipses pretty clearly indicate omitted words (and not just pauses), I have 
also enclosed them in brackets ([ . . . ]).

The one notable exception to my policy of general editorial restraint 
remains “The Stay More Interviews” at the end, where the transcribed 
recordings (of course) include no punctuation or paragraphing at all, 
leaving it to the editor to shape Harington’s responses into readable (and 
hopefully appealing) prose. The editorial hand there necessarily recasts 
Harington from the author speaking in his own voice into (if you will) my 
character, a creation of the page that is (for better or worse) pretty much 
entirely in my control. I think Harington would certainly recognize and 
approve of the version of him that my editing choices offer up, but he 
would also, no doubt, note a few technically apocryphal flow- enablers and 
a collection of playful subtleties that I have sprinkled through this printed 
presentation of our in- person exchanges. Perhaps he would even rise to 
the occasion to protest one or two of them, to scold his protégé for cheek 
above and beyond the call of editorial duty. To this prospect, I will (as 
Harington would certainly have wanted me to, for he always considered 
me far more a character in his fictions than he ever could be in mine) 
just reply with the wry send- off that concludes Kinbote’s introduction 
to Pale Fire: “To this statement my dear poet would probably not have 
subscribed, but, for better or worse, it is the commentator who has the 
last word.”
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